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ABSTRACT: Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), in particular, heparan sulfate and
heparin, are found colocalized with Aβ amyloid. They have been shown to enhance
fibril formation, suggesting a possible pathological connection. We have investigated
heparin’s assembly of the KLVFFA peptide fragment using molecular dynamics
simulation, to gain a molecular-level mechanistic understanding of how GAGs enhance
fibril formation. The simulations reveal an exquisite process wherein heparin
accelerates peptide assembly by first “gathering” the peptide molecules and then
assembling them. Heparin does not act as a mere template but is tightly coupled to the
peptides, yielding a composite protofilament structure. The strong intermolecular
interactions suggest composite formation to be a general feature of heparin’s
interaction with peptides. Heparin’s chain flexibility is found to be essential to its fibril
promotion activity, and the need for optimal heparin chain length and concentration
has been rationalized. These insights yield design rules (flexibility; chain-length) and
protocol guidance (heparin:peptide molar ratio) for developing effective heparin
mimetics and other functional GAGs.

■ INTRODUCTION

Amyloid deposits are characterized by hierarchically structured
fibrils, each comprising helices or bundles of protofilaments
composed of stacked β-strands of the protein.1 The formation
of amyloid is a general phenomenon being exhibited by some
30 different human proteins.2 Notable examples include the
peptide amyloid-β (Aβ) linked with Alzheimer’s disease3 and
the islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) associated with type II
diabetes.4 Amyloid formation is also thought to play a
functional role, that is, as a part of an essential physiological
response, with evidence suggesting that the process can serve
to sequestrate (rogue) peptides/proteins, store hormones, or
modulate mechanical properties of cells.5

In vivo, amyloid deposits invariably contain additional
“cofactors” that include lipids, nucleic acids, proteoglycans
(PG), glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), serum amyloid P
component, apolipoprotein E, collagen, and metal ions,6

reflecting the crowded, heterogeneous biological environ-
ment.7,8 The role of GAGs in amyloidosis is now considered
to be significant, with much attention focusing on heparan
sulfate and heparin and how they modulate the mechanistic
and kinetic pathways.
Heparin has been shown to enhance fibril formation of many

amyloidogenic proteins in vitro including amylin,9 synuclein,10

transthyretin,11 tau protein,12 and the intrinsically low-
amyloidogenic peptide (PLB 1-23) acetylated cytoplasmic
domain of the phospholamban transmembrane protein.13

Heparan sulfate has been found to accelerate the oligomer
formation of native human muscle acylphosphatase (mAcp).14

These enhancement effects can include a reduction in the lag
phase of the nucleation step,15 an increase in the rate and/or
extent of elongation of the fibrils, and/or an increase in fibril
yield,16 the exact nature of the enhancement effect being
peptide specific.17

The fibril enhancement role of GAGs offers an additional
target for developing therapeutic agents for amyloid-based
diseases.18 Inhibition of heparan sulfate biosynthesis in animal
models can result in the complete loss of fibril formation and
amyloid deposition.19−21 Further, heparin has been shown to
convert toxic, soluble peptide oligomers into insoluble stable
fibrils that are resistant to proteolysis, suggesting a neuro-
protective role.21,11 Indeed, GAG mimetics are being tested
clinically for Alzheimer’s disease and as potential diagnostic
agents for amyloid.22,23

A molecular-level mechanistic understanding of how GAGs
enhance fibril formation is lacking, though essential for the
further development of this field. It has been a challenge to
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develop a coherent mechanistic model given that GAGs can
exert their action at multiple levels, from inducing β-sheet
structure in monomers, facilitating the assembly of monomers,
and/or oligomers,11,19 to enhancing extension of the protofila-
ments resulting in different fibril morphologies.24 For heparan
sulfate and heparin, it has been speculated that they serve as
molecular scaffolds to facilitate fibril formation.25 However, a
recent study of heparin-facilitated aggregation of the neuro-
peptide β-endorphin has revealed that heparin does not act as a
mere scaffold but is an integral component of the resulting
fibril.26 As to whether this could be a general phenomenon
(i.e., not just restricted to β-endorphin) requires a better
understanding of the nature and strength of the interaction of
heparin with peptides.
Heparin is an unbranched, linear polymer of disaccharide

units consisting of N-sulfated glucosamine (GlcNS) and
iduronic acid linked by a (1−4) glycosidic bond (Figure
1).27 The anionic, sulfate groups give heparin the highest
negative charge density of any known biomolecule.28 The
sulfates appear to be critical to heparin’s fibril enhancement
role, as their removal has been found to result in the loss of
heparin’s ability to promote the aggregation of Aβ40 and
Aβ42.

29,30

Proteins and polyelectrolytes such as heparin form
complexes primarily due to electrostatic interactions. These
complexes vary in stoichiometry and architecture depending
on several factors such as pH,31 the charge on the protein,32

ionic concentration of the solution,33 the degree of polymer-
ization (dp),17 hydrophobicity,34 stiffness, and flexibility of the
polyelectrolyte.35 Generally, aggregation is enhanced with
increasing GAGs chain length, although for some proteins, the
effect on fibril assembly plateaus when the chain length
becomes sufficiently long (dp≫ 18, where dp is the number of
saccharide units).9,36 Short-length GAGs with dp ≤ 4 are
essentially ineffective in accelerating fibrillogenesis. In contrast,
medium-length GAGs, dp6−dp12, can significantly reduce the
lag phase and accelerate the conversion of oligomeric species
into ordered fibrillar assemblies.37,38 With respect to the molar
heparin to peptide concentration ratio, a study on the prion-
related protein fragment PrP demonstrated that relatively low
heparin to peptide ratios ranging from 0.2:1 to 0.5:1
accelerated fibril formation. At even lower molar ratios
(0.1:1 and below), the effect is less pronounced. Higher
molar ratios (5:1, 2:1, and 1:1) of heparin to peptide were
found to inhibit peptide aggregation.39

Here, we present a first clear perspective of how heparin
interacts with KLVFFA peptide to enhance fibrillogenesis
using unbiased molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The
simulations reveal that heparin does not act as a mere template
but is tightly coupled to KLVFFA peptides, yielding a composite
protofilament structure. The strong intermolecular interactions
suggest composite formation to be a general feature of
heparin’s interaction with peptides. Also, heparin’s flexibility
is found to be essential to its fibril promotion activity, and we
have rationalized the need for optimal chain length and
heparin:KLVFFA peptide concentration ratio. These insights
will underpin therapeutic approaches including the design of
more effective GAG mimetics for chelating and minimizing
toxicity of oligomers and for modulating amyloidosis, both its
inhibition and promotion.

■ METHODOLOGY

A significant issue with molecular simulation is the limited time
scales (at best a few microseconds) that are accessible. Indeed,
the self-assembly of multiple units of the full Aβ into an
ordered structure is outside the time scales of unbiased MD
simulation. Given this, we investigated the heparin-promoted
assembly of the KLVFFA fragment peptide (lysine-leucine-
valine-phenylalanine-phenylalanine-alanine), which is a stretch
of hydrophobic amino acids (residues 16−21) in Aβ, rather
than the full Aβ. The KLVFFA peptide is the shortest fragment
for which experimental evidence of amyloid formation is
available.40,41 Solid-state NMR shows that this fragment acts as
a prototype for aggregation, forming antiparallel strands
leading to the formation of fibrils.42−45

Nine distinct sets of simulations were carried out: (i)
simulation of a single heparin molecule; (ii) the interaction of a
single KLVFFA monomer (PDB 2Y2A)46 with a single heparin
molecule (flexible and restrained in its extended form); (iii)
the self-assembly of the KLVFFA peptides alone, which served
as a control; (iv) the assembly of the KLVFFA peptides in the
presence of heparin; (v) assembly of the KLVFFA peptides in
the presence of a heparin molecule that was restrained in its
extended conformation to investigate the role of the flexibility
of heparin; (vi) the effect of heparin:peptide concentration on
KLVFFA assembly; (vii) the effect of heparin chain length
(degree of polymerization) on heparin-promoted KLVFFA
assembly; (viii) the self-assembly of the KLVFFA dimers (PDB
3OW9)46 alone; and (ix) the assembly of the KLVFFA dimers

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the disaccharide repeating unit of heparin. The saccharide unit on the left is glucosamine (GlcN), while that on the
right is iduronic acid (IdoA).
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in the presence of heparin. The full complement of simulations
carried out is listed in Table 1.

Given that the heparin molecule is significantly charged, the
ionic strength of the solvent environment is likely to be critical
as it would modulate the Columbic intermolecular inter-
actions. We, therefore, conducted the above simulation studies
in a low ionic strength environment in which just sufficient Na+

counterions were added to balance the net charge of the
system and a physiological ionic strength environment that
contained additional Na+ and Cl− ions to yield a 150 mM
NaCl.
Finally, on noting that preformed Aβ KLVFFA dimers

aggregated faster than monomers,47,48 we explored the
assembly of preformed KLVFFA peptide dimers alone and in

the presence of heparin (simulation studies (xiii) and (ix)).
The simulations of the KLVFFA monomers showed that there
are kinetic barriers to the monomer organization once the
molecules become locked onto heparin. The necessary
realignment to get antiparallel β-sheet arrangements become
the rate-limiting step, delaying the peptide organization
process beyond the time scales of unbiased MD. In contrast,
the preformed dimer simulations revealed rapid fibrillation of
the peptides to yield partially ordered aggregates, revealing the
generic features of the ordering process.
The structure of heparin dp24 (PDB 3IRJ)49 was taken from

the protein data bank. The structures of shorter heparin
fragments were based on heparin 18-mer (PDB 3IRI)49 with
the topologies being obtained from the PRODRG server and
reviewed for accuracy. The charges were assigned from
literature, which had been calculated using ab initio
calculations at 6-31G**.50 Unless otherwise indicated, the
heparin molecule comprised 24 saccharide units (dp = 24). In
the self-assembly and heparin-facilitated assembly simulations,
there were 20 KLVFFA monomers. Each of the assembly
simulations were run with 3 replicates. The initial set of
coordinates for each was randomized, with the KLVFFA
peptide molecules being placed randomly around the heparin
molecule to ensure that the process kinetics were not biased by
the choice of starting coordinates.
To investigate whether flexibility and bending of the heparin

molecule are essential for its assembling role, we simulated the
facilitated peptide assembly with the heparin molecule position
restrained to remain in the extended form using restraints on
all the atoms with a force constant of 500 kJ mol−1 nm2.
Systems investigating the effects of different molar ratios of

heparin:peptide on the assembly of KLVFFA peptides
contained 1:20, 1:100, and 2:20 heparin:peptide molecules.
For the effect of heparin chain length on heparin’s propensity
to promote KLVFFA peptide assembly, the heparin fragments
investigated included chain lengths of 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24
saccharide units (dp2, dp4, dp8, dp12, and dp24).
All the simulations were carried out at 360 K and pressure of

1 bar using Gromacs 5.0.4.51 The higher temperature serves to
accelerate potential conformational and configurational tran-
sitions of the peptide assembly, an approach employed by the
others to enhance sampling.52 The systems were equilibrated
in the NVT ensemble and then in the NPT ensemble using a
velocity-rescaling thermostat53 and the Berendsen barostat54 to
control the temperature and pressure, respectively. In the

Table 1. Details of Simulation Studies Carried Outa

study study details

no. of
heparin
molecules

no. of
KLVFFA
peptide(s)

(i) heparin alone in the water 1 −
(ii) heparin’s interaction with single

KLVFFA
1 1

(iii) self-assembly of KLVFFA (alone) in
water

− 20

(iv) KLVFFA assembly in the presence of
heparin

1 20

(v) KLVFFA assembly in the presence of
restrained heparin in an extended
conformation

1 1
1 20

(vi) effect of heparin:peptide molar
concentration on KLVFFA assembly

1 20
1 100
2 20

(vii) effect of heparin chain length on
KLVFFA

dp2 (12) 20
dp4 (6) 20
dp6 (4) 20
dp8 (3) 20
dp24 (1) 20

(viii) self-assembly of predimerized KLVFFA
in water

− 10

(ix) assembly of predimerized KLVFFA in
the presence of heparin

1 10

aThis entire complement of simulations was repeated in a low ionic
strength (system neutralized with counterions) and in a physiological
ionic strength aqueous environment (150 mM NaCl). Unless
otherwise stated, the heparin chain length in terms of the degree of
polymerization was dp = 24.

Figure 2. End-to-end distance analysis of heparin chain at two ionic strengths in an aqueous environment. (a) Heparin chain alone. (b) Heparin in
the presence of a single KLVFFA peptide.
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production run, the Parrinello−Rahman barostat was used
with a coupling time of 2 ps and isothermal compressibility of
4.5 × 10−5 bar−1.55 The time step used was 2.0 fs. PME was
used to calculate long-range electrostatics with a grid spacing
of 0.16 nm and a real-space cutoff of 1 nm.56 Both van der
Waals and neighbor list cut-offs describing short-range
interactions were set to 1.0 nm. The simulations were run
for up to 200 ns of trajectory unless stated otherwise. Heparin
and the KLVFFA fragments monomer (PDB 2Y2A) and
dimers (PDB 3OW9) with the ends uncapped were modeled
using the Gromos96 53a6 force field as employed and
validated by others.57−60 The analyses of the simulation
trajectories were performed using Gromacs analysis tools and
VMD.61 For example, the gmx clustsize tool was used to follow
the process of self-assembly in terms of the number of
aggregates/clusters and the size of the largest aggregate present
in the solution. The free energy of KLVFFA peptide binding to
heparin was estimated using the MM-PBSA method.62

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
KLVFFA Interacts Strongly with Heparin and Is

Unable to Move up or down the Heparin Molecule.
The simulations reveal that heparin by itself in a low ionic
strength environment exists in an extended chain form with an
average end-to-end distance of around 9.2 nm, with a limited
propensity to flex or coil. This is expected as the charged
sulfate and carboxylate moieties are content in the polar
aqueous environment and repulsion between the charged
groups is also likely to encourage the extended form. In the
higher ionic strength environment, this distance reduces
slightly to an average of 8.8 nm. It appears that the repulsion
between the charged heparin moieties is screened by the
increased ionic strength enabling the heparin to adopt a less
extended chain (Figure 2a).
Now we consider the inclusion of a KLVFFA monomer into

both systems (low and high ionic strength), while also
investigating the role of the flexibility of the heparin molecule.
For both the flexible and the restrained extended form of
heparin, the KLVFFA peptide quickly attaches to one of the
anionic sites on heparin through its lysine residue. For the
restrained (extended) heparin at both ionic strengths, the
KLVFFA monomer, once attached, resides essentially at the
same anionic site throughout the simulation (Figure SI 1b,d).
This confirms that heparin does not act as a track on which a
KLVFFA peptide can readily move up or down. For the case of
heparin in its fully flexible form, KLVFFA remains localized on
the heparin chain at high ionic strength (Figure SI 1c) but can
explore a much larger displacement range at low ionic strength
(Figure SI 1a). This occurs because of the flexing of the
heparin molecule, which enables the KLVFFA molecule to
detach from one location to another as another strongly
interacting site on the heparin molecule comes in close
proximity to the KLVFFA peptide. Thus, it appears that the
conformational flexibility of heparin is essential to its
facilitation of the assembly of Aβ peptides (see also later
discussion). The attachment of the single KLFVAA monomer
to heparin does not produce any significant change in heparin’s
conformation: The average end-to-end distance reduces from
9.2 to 8.8 nm for the low ionic strength system and from 8.8 to
8.3 nm for the high ionic strength media (Figure 2b).
MM-PBSA calculations show that the binding of the

KLVFFA monomer to heparin is strong, where the binding
free energy is −122.7 ± 24 kcal/mol in the low ionic strength

environment and as expected (due to charge screening) lower
−92.1 ± 19 kcal/mol in the high ionic strength system (see a
detailed breakdown in Table 2). The major contribution to the

total binding energy comes from the electrostatic interactions
between the lysine residues of the KLVFFA and negative
groups on the heparin (Figure SI 2).

KLVFFA Peptides Aggregate to Form Ordered
Oligomers but not a Fibrillar Structure in 200 ns of
MD Simulation. The self-assembly of KLVFFA peptide
monomers without heparin in both low and high ionic strength
aqueous media results in the formation of 2−3 ordered
aggregates but not a contiguous fibrillary structure (Figure 3a).
Oligomeric structures form relatively rapidly for about 45 ns
and then aggregate further to yield 2−3 larger structures. On
formation, the oligomers begin to order internally to form
antiparallel β-sheets. The rapid aggregation of the KLVFFA
peptides is driven by the strong attraction resulting from the
hydrophobic effect. The aggregation is slightly faster (Figure
3b), and the aggregate size is bigger (Figure 3c) in the higher
ionic strength system, which would be expected (and has been
observed by others)63,64 given that the chemical potential of
the hydrophobic KLVFFA would be enhanced in a stronger
ionic environment.

Aggregation of KLVFFA Peptides on Heparin Takes
Place in Two Steps: Selection and Assembly. Considering
heparin-facilitated assembly of KLVFFA peptides, in all six
simulations (three at low ionic strength and three at high ionic
strength, each beginning from a different starting config-
uration), we note that there are two distinct stages: a rapid
selection and localization of the peptides onto the heparin
framework, followed by a cooperative process of heparin-
induced assembly of the KLVFFA peptides. The peptide
localization onto heparin appears to compete with peptide−
peptide interactions with a few of the peptides self-aggregating
(mostly as dimers) in isolation, comprising antiparallel β-
sheets. In due course, these aggregates also become attached to
the heparin. The isolated peptide−peptide aggregates occur
mostly in the high-ionic strength simulations, presumably
because the high ionic strength screens the charge−charge
interaction between the KLVFFA peptides and heparin while
also increasing the chemical potential of the hydrophobic
KLVFFA peptides, thus favoring peptide−peptide interaction.
The heparin-induced assembly process (second stage)

involves bending and unbending of heparin, carrying along
with it the adsorbed KLVFFA peptide units that realign and

Table 2. Breakdown of the Free Energy of Binding ΔG of
KLVFFA Peptide with Heparin in Low and High Ionic
Strength (150 mM NaCl) Aqueous Environments
Calculated by the MM-PBSA Method

energy component
ΔG (kcal mol−1, 0 mM

NaCl)
ΔG (kcal mol−1, 150 mM

NaCl)

van der Waals
energy

−15.5 −23.0

electrostatic energy −254.2 −204.2
polar solvation
energy

149.42 138.5

SASAa energy −2.5 −3.5
total binding
energy

−122.7 ± 24 −92.2 ± 19

aSASA (solvent accessible surface area) used to calculate Gnonopolar
energies in the mm-pbsa method.
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attach to other peptide units, all the while enhancing the
development of a more coherent protofilament. The emerging
protofilament remains integrated with heparin throughout the
process. The heparin-facilitated assembly, in general, is faster
relative to the self-assembly of KLVFAA peptides but shows
variability that depends on the starting coordinates and is
further modulated by the ionic strength of the media.
The aggregation of the peptides in the presence and absence

of heparin is compared in Figure 4. At the lower ionic strength,
the peptides aggregate onto the heparin to form two

intertwined helices of the stacked β-sheets and the heparin,
the final structure generally being extended Figure 5. The
number of aggregates inclusive of heparin and KLVFFA
peptides converges to a single structure within the time period
25−45 ns in all three simulations, reflecting the rapid

Figure 3. (a) Snapshot of the self-assembly of KLVFFA peptides (monomers) at 200 ns simulation time in 150 mM NaCl in water. (b) A number
of peptide aggregates formed during the self-assembly of KLVFFA peptides as a function of time for both the 0 mM and 150 mM ionic strength
systems. (c) Maximum aggregate size for the self-assembly of KLVFFA peptides as a function of time for both the 0 mM and 150 mM ionic
strength systems. (Cluster criteria: cutoff of 0.35 nm).

Figure 4. Evolution of the number of aggregates inclusive of heparin
and peptides and peptides only. The plot of peptides and heparin
aggregates (black) reflects the initial, rapid association of the peptides
with the heparin (within about 45 ns), while the peptides-only
aggregates plot (red) reflects the relatively slower, facilitated assembly
of the peptides. Note the numerous, repetitive peptide−peptide
cluster making and breaking events as the heparin flexes to align and
order the emergent protofilament.

Figure 5. (a) Snapshots of KLVFFA peptide−heparin structures in 0
mM NaCl at 200 ns for three separate simulations each started from a
different random configuration. (b) Snapshot of the complex from the
second simulation system. (c) Snapshot of the complex from the third
simulation but with a “surface” representation to show the formation
of a contiguous structure. Heparin and peptides are shown in CPK
and cartoon (secondary structure) representation, respectively.
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localization of the KLVFFA molecules onto the heparin. The
peptide only clustering (reflecting the development of a more
contiguous peptide structure, albeit while integrated with the
heparin) is a little slower and is characterized by numerous
fluctuations that result from the flexing of the heparin molecule
and the attachment/detachment of the peptides in a bid to
form a more contiguous structure.
At the higher ionic strength, the resulting peptide−heparin

composite shows a greater variation in morphology (Figure 6)

ranging from annular to linear structures. In one instance, the
heparin molecule with attached KLVFFA peptides folds itself
into a ring-like structure. Additionally, in these systems, we also
observe the formation of isolated KLVFFA peptide only
aggregates, some of which eventually attach to the heparin
molecule. As noted earlier, the greater charge screening of the
higher ionic strength enables heparin to sample more retracted
conformations and also increases the chemical potential of the
hydrophobic peptides, thus encouraging peptide−peptide
cluster formation alongside localization of the KLVFFA
peptides onto the heparin molecule. Here we see both effects
playing a role.
Heparin Flexibility Appears to be Essential for Its

Role in Assembling Peptides. To investigate whether the
flexibility and bending of the heparin molecule are essential for
its assembling role, we simulated the heparin facilitated
KLVFFA peptide assembly with the heparin molecule
restrained in its fully extended form. The KLVFFA peptides
quickly localized onto the heparin framework (Figure 7a), but
there was no subsequent organization or assembly of peptides,
only some local ordering of the attached oligomers at a higher
ionic concentration (Figure 7b, i.e., peptide only aggregates
and Figure 7d,e). This contrasts with the assembly process
involving a fully flexible heparin molecule, which yields a more

contiguous peptide protofilament albeit integrated with
heparin (Figure 7c).
These results clearly illustrate that heparin’s flexibility is

essential to its role in facilitating amyloid formation. The
peptide−heparin interaction is strong and limits the movement
of the peptide once it is adsorbed onto the heparin. The idea of
the heparin framework providing a strongly interacting but iso-
potential surface along which the peptide molecules can freely
translocate (enabling it to form a contiguous structure) is
appealing, but unfortunately is not borne out. Instead, the
formation of a contiguous protofilament structure comes via
peptide detachment/attachment that occurs as the heparin
molecule flexes, bringing peptide molecules located at one site
of the heparin molecule into the interaction zone of another.
Given that heparin’s preference, when alone, is to be in its

extended form, what induces the heparin molecule to flex and
bring the attached peptides units together? While the origin of
this force is difficult to disentangle, the interactions suggest
that it is a combination of a strong, attractive hydrophobic
force between the (hydrophobic) peptide units and electro-
statics. Unlike valence bonds, electrostatic interactions do not
become saturated. Hence, the strong electrostatic interactions
responsible for localizing the peptide units onto the heparin are
also able to act between an attached peptide and other regions
of the heparin. It appears that the combined hydrophobic
effect and electrostatic interactions are sufficient to overcome
the repulsion between the anionic sulfate moieties on the
heparin and any elastic energy penalty associated with its
bending.

Heparin−Peptide Interaction Is Not Transitory;
Heparin Forms an Integral Part of the Resulting
Protofibrils. It is well established that GAGs, and in particular
heparan sulfate, are found colocalized with Aβ amyloid.65 This
begs the question of whether the GAGs are an integral
component of the fibrils or merely just colocalize within the
amyloid mass. Indeed, a recent study provides evidence that
heparin forms an integral component of the emerging fibrils for
the endogenous opiate β-endorphin.26

As noted above, the current simulations also reveal that
heparin does not act as a mere template but is tightly coupled
to the KLVFFA peptides, yielding a composite protofilament
structure consisting of intertwined helices of the stacked β-
sheets and the heparin (Figure 8). The binding energy
between the two helices (comprising 20 KLVFFA peptides and
1 heparin molecule) was calculated to be around −2000 kcal/
mol, which equates to >3500 kβT (thermal energy at T = 310
K). Given this huge value and the intertwining nature of the
two helices, there is little or no possibility of their (unaided)
disentanglement. However, any unwinding of the helices is
likely to occur stepwise, beginning from one of the ends. The
interaction energy between a single peptide and heparin ranges
from −90 ± 19 kcal/mol to −120 ± 25 kcal/mol depending
upon the ionic strength of the solution, while the interpeptide
interaction (that between the antiparallel peptide strands) is
about −20 kcal/mol. Therefore, the lowest bound for
detaching the peptide strand, one residue at a time, from the
composite would be −90 kcal/mol and for stripping away
altogether an individual peptide molecule from the end would
be −110 kcal/mol. These values equate to >150 kT, again
pointing to an extremely low probability for the unwinding/
detachment process. Furthermore, any stepwise disentangle-
ment would require coordinated molecular displacements.

Figure 6. Snapshots of KLVFFA peptide−heparin structures in 150
mM NaCl at 200 ns for three separate simulations (a−c) each started
from a different random configuration, showing wide variation in the
emergent morphology.
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Given the tendency of the KLVFFA peptides and heparin to
form intertwined helices coupled with the strong, electrostatic
heparin−peptide interaction, we infer that the formation of
composite heparin−peptide protofilaments is a general
phenomenon.
Lower Heparin:Peptide Concentration Ratio Is More

Effective Because Peptide Monomers Are Not Parti-
tioned among Individual Heparin Molecules. We
investigated how the aggregation kinetics depends upon the
molar concentration ratio of heparin to KLVFFA peptide.
Simulations containing the low molar ratio, that is, 1 heparin
molecule:100 KLVFFA peptides (monomers), revealed very
fast peptide aggregation and structuring. At low ionic strength,
this results in a single dense fibrillar structure that appeared to
comprise two protofilaments integrated around the heparin
molecule (Figure 9a). At high ionic strength, there were two
distinct pathways: the formation of a heparin−peptide
structure and ordered filamentous peptide-only structures
(Figure 9d). As stated earlier, the high ionic strength enhances
the hydrophobic peptide−peptide interactions while screening
charge−charge interactions, thereby facilitating the develop-
ment of peptide-only protofilaments. At a higher molar ratio of
1 heparin:20 KLVFFA peptides, for both ionic strength
environments, all of the peptides assembled around the
heparin giving rise to an integrated structure (Figure 9b,e).
At a still higher molar ratio of 2 heparin molecules:20 KLVFFA

peptides (i.e., 1:10), the peptide units apportioned themselves
among the 2 heparin molecules, from which they did not
dissociate and hence were unable to form a contiguous
structure (Figure 9c,f). Each subpopulation attached to a
particular heparin molecule, being small in number, can only
yield at best a small local oligomeric peptide structure.
These results are consistent with experimental observations

and are intuitive.36,39,66 At lower heparin:KLVFFA peptide
ratio, as the relative number of peptides is increased, an
individual heparin molecule can attract a full complement of
peptide units, the number of peptides being commensurate
with the available sites on the heparin, and then heparin
facilitates their assembly into a protofilament structure. We
surmise that at very low heparin:peptide ratios, the relatively
few heparin molecules will facilitate peptide assembly, but their
effect will be localized and will not impact much the bulk of the
solution.

Shorter Heparin Chain Lengths Are Less Effective as
They Partition the Peptides to Form Multiple Heparin−
Peptide Complexes That Aggregate Only Slowly. The
simulations reveal that peptide assembly (toward the develop-
ment of a contiguous aggregate structure) is facilitated by the
longer heparin chain length of dp24 (i.e., 24 saccharide units)
at lower ionic strength. Heparin chain lengths of dp4, dp6, and
dp8 did not yield a contiguous peptide structure that includes
all of the peptide molecules, as the peptide molecules get

Figure 7. (a) Total number of aggregates (including KLVFFA peptide aggregates and heparin) as a function of time at both ionic concentrations,
reflecting rapid localization of the peptide molecules onto the heparin. (b) The number of peptide-only aggregates as a function of time at both
ionic concentrations. The plot shows that peptides assemble into a single structure when heparin is fully flexible within 100 ns while there are still
3−4 loose aggregates when heparin is restrained in its extended state. (c) Snapshots of the heparin−peptide composite for the heparin molecule
when fully flexible at 0 mM. (d, e) Heparin restrained in its fully extended form at 0 mM and 150 mM NaCl. For these restrained heparin systems,
the lack of a contiguous peptide structure is apparent.
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apportioned among the individual heparin units that then do
not in general show any significant tendency to come together
(Figure 10b−d). For dp8, the KLVFFA peptides did yield an

ordered protofilament that spanned two of the heparin dp8
units.
In contrast, the shortest chain length studied, the

disaccharide heparin dp2 shows two distinct behaviors:
promotion of peptide assembly for the low ionic strength
environment (Figure 10a) and little or no effect in the high
ionic strength environment. The promotion at low ionic
strength, while unexpected, does not contradict any experi-
ments, as dp2 fragments have never been studied exper-
imentally in this context. The heparin dp2−peptide complexes
formed quickly and then aggregated to form 1−2 clusters
followed by some ordering of the KLVFFA peptides. It appears
that being small units, further aggregation of these dp2−
peptide complexes can be driven by the complex peptides
courtesy of the hydrophobic effect. In principle, such a
potential must also exist for the larger heparin units but will be
counteracted by their greater inertia due to their size. Indeed,
estimated diffusion coefficients of the various heparin chain
lengths in pure water from simulation bear this out: D (dp2) =
4.3 ± 1.8 × 10−5 cm2/s; D (dp4) = 4.8 ± 2.0 × 10−5 cm2/s; D
(dp6) = 4.0 ± 3.0 × 10−5 cm2/s; D (dp8) = 3.1 ± 1.7 × 10−5

cm2/s; D (dp24) = 0.4 ± 0.3 × 10−5 cm2/s. In the high ionic
strength environment, the shorter heparin chains dp2 were
ineffective in accelerating the aggregation. While larger chains
dp4−dp18 significantly increase the aggregation of peptides
giving rise to larger peptide aggregates; dp24 does not enhance
further aggregation (Figure SI 3). The extent of the formation
of peptide aggregates for the various sized heparin units at both
ionic strengths is shown in Figure 11.

Accessing Longer Time Scale Ordering: Heparin-
Induced Assembly of Preformed Peptide Dimers. A
limitation of unbiased MD is the relatively short time scales (of
the order of a microsecond) that can be accessed. Experiments
show that dimers aggregate remarkably faster than the
monomers, and there may be some subtle differences in the
microstructure of monomers and dimers that are responsible

Figure 8. KLVFFA peptide−heparin composite results from heparin’s
assembly of KLVFFA peptides. Both the formed peptide protofila-
ment and the heparin form helical structures that are intertwined. The
heparin helix is characterized by a pitch consisting of four
disaccharides with a translation of 2.0−2.1 nm along the axis. (a)
Heparin is represented as vdW beads (sulfur in yellow; oxygen in red;
carbon in turquoise), while the Aβ peptide protofilament is
represented in surface form. (b) Peptides’ secondary structure
intertwined against heparin shown in CPK representation.

Figure 9. Assembly of KLVFFA peptides at various heparin: peptide molar ratios at 0 mM (left-hand side) and 150 mM NaCl (right-hand side): (a,
d) 1:100; (b, e) 1:20; (c, f) 2:20 heparin:peptide molar ratio. The encircled structure in (d) shows the formation of a well-ordered fibril at 150 mM.
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for the marked increase in the aggregation propensity of
dimer.47,48 To observe the development of ordered heparin−
KLVFFA peptide composite protofilament in a shorter time
scale, we simulated heparin-induced assembly of preformed
KLVFFA peptide dimers in the form of antiparallel β-sheets.
We also looked at the interaction of a single dimer with
heparin and carried out the control simulation of the self-
assembly of the preformed peptide dimers alone, that is,
without heparin.
Assembly of KLVFFA peptide dimers alone led to the

formation of ordered oligomers but never a single, ordered
protofilament structure over the 200 ns simulation time, as in
monomers (Figure 12a). However, the oligomeric structures
form more rapidly after about 50 ns into the trajectory (as
compared to 145 ns for monomeric KLVFFA) and then
rearrange and order but do not associate any further (Figure
12b).

In the simulations investigating heparin-facilitated assembly
of the preformed KLVFFA peptide dimers, the peptides rapidly
localize onto the heparin which then displays a choreographic
behavior, flexing and unflexing until the attached peptide
dimers are assembled into a single stable protofilament,
concluding the process just under 200 ns (Figure 13). This
causes kinking in the heparin chain and reduces the end-to-end
distance up to 4.0 nm (Figure SI 4).
The protofilament structure is not “released” but remains

integrated with the heparin molecule. As with monomer
peptides, the assembly also takes place in two distinct stages.
However, in the case of dimers, the process is much faster, with
the selection and localization of the peptides onto the heparin
framework taking only 5 ns (Figure 14).

Mapping Molecular Insights from Heparin’S Assem-
bly of KLVFFA to Larger Peptides and Proteins. The
current study looked specifically at the effect of heparin on the
assembly of the peptide KLVFFA at two ionic strengths.

Figure 10. Effect of different heparin chain lengths on heparin-facilitated assembly of KLVFF peptides at 0 mM: (a) dp2, (b) dp4, (c) dp6, (d)
dp8, and (e) dp24, where dp is the number of saccharide units. Longer heparin chain lengths (dp = 8 and dp = 24) are more effective at facilitating
peptide assembly. Shorter heparin chain lengths (dp = 4 and dp = 6) are less effective as they form multiple heparin−peptide complexes that then
aggregate only slowly. The disaccharide (dp = 2) complexes show a marginal reversal in trend by aggregating together, courtesy of their faster
diffusion rate that enhances complex−complex interactions.

Figure 11. A number of KLVFFA peptide aggregates were observed for the various heparin chain lengths (dp2−dp24) at the end of each
simulation. (a) At low ionic concentration, larger chain lengths favor greater KLVFFA peptide aggregation (fewer aggregates), though the shortest
chain length dp2 shows distinct behavior and also promotes peptide aggregation. (b) At higher ionic concentration, the aggregation increases
(fewer aggregates) with an increase in chain length up to dp8, while dp24 does not enhance further aggregation.
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Nevertheless, many of the simulations results fully rationalize
experimental observations with respect to heparin’s interaction
with other larger and more complex peptides/proteins,
suggesting that the inferences from the results may be generic.
Thus, the simulations not only reproduce heparin’s promotion
of peptide aggregation and formation of contiguous peptide
aggregates (and by inference, protofibrils, and fibrils) at both
low and high ionic strengths but also rationalize the effects of
variations in heparin chain length as observed, for example, for
the 8 kDa fragment of gelsolin (65 residues), human muscle
acylphosphatase (about 98 residues),14,25 and a monomer of
the transthyretin (127 residues).
Further, the simulations rationalize the effects of the

heparin:peptide molar ratio observed for the prion-related
fragment PrP.39 Peptide/protein molecular size effects and the
nature of the amino acid residues will undoubtedly modulate
the mechanistic picture uncovered here for heparin-KLVFFA

peptide. The optimum heparin chain length and the molar
ratio will depend on the commensurability of the stacked
peptides with the interaction sites on the heparin.67 For large
peptides, from diffusional inertia considerations, we should not
expect the peptides localizing onto the heparin molecule (as
observed for KLVFFA here) but rather the heparin (being of a
relatively smaller size) being attracted to the larger peptide
molecules.
An important question raised in the literature concerns the

first step of heparin/peptide interaction, that is,, whether the
peptide units localize onto the heparin framework or do they
aggregate first to form oligomers before adsorbing onto
heparin.14 While KLVFFA shows a tendency to adsorb on
heparin’s surface first and then self-assemble due to hydro-
phobic interactions, this does depend on the ionic strength of
the aqueous environment. At 150 mM NaCl ionic strength,
self-association of the peptides begins to compete with the

Figure 12. (a) Snapshot of the self-assembly of preformed dimers of the peptide KLVFFA at 200 ns. (b) Total number of aggregates (peptides
only) as a function of simulation time for self-assembly of monomers and preformed peptide dimers. Dimers rapidly come together, while
monomer fragments take time to order and form antiparallel β-sheets resulting in slower aggregation.

Figure 13. Heparin-facilitated assembly of preformed dimers of KLVFFA in the presence of one molecule of heparin. The trajectory reveals two
distinct stages: rapid association, and localization of the peptides onto the heparin which occurs in about 5 ns, and the heparin-facilitated assembly
of the associated peptides into a protofilament, which is concluded well before 200 ns.
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peptide−heparin association. What happens for a particular
peptide would depend on how the peptide−peptide inter-
action, particularly the hydrophobicity, fares relative to the
peptide−heparin interaction.

■ SUMMARY AND SIGNIFICANCE
While there is much experimental data on heparin’s promotion
of peptide fibrillogenesis, a molecular-level understanding of
the process has been lacking. Here, we have employed MD
simulation to provide a first clear perspective of how heparin
promotes the initial stages of fibrillogenesis, addressing many
of the outstanding questions regarding its activity and mode of
action. The simulations corroborate the experimentally
observed Aβ fibrillogenesis activity of heparin. Heparin
achieves this by first rapidly selecting the peptides from the
surrounding solution (in line with earlier inferences from
experiments)14 and then by repeated flexing, relocates and
assembles the peptide components to yield ordered protofila-
ments. The heparin−peptide interactions (mostly electro-
static) are strong, and there appears to be no scope for
individual peptide molecules to move up and down the heparin
framework, as it was a track. This explains the need for the
heparin to flex as a means of relocating peptides. We were able
to demonstrate that flexing is essential for heparin’s assembling
activity. A further consequence of the strong interaction is that
the formed protofilament structure is not “released” but
remains integrated with the heparin molecule. This provides
the basis for earlier experimental evidence for heparin being an
integral component of the formed fibrils for the case of β-
endorphin26 and suggests GAGs forming composite fibrils to
be a more general phenomenon. The simulations rationalize
the optimum heparin chain length and the dependency of its
aggregation enhancement activity on the heparin:peptide
molar concentration ratio. Higher heparin:peptide ratio is
less effective, as the peptide molecules (sparsely) are
partitioned among the heparin molecules, reducing the
probability of assembling a contiguous protofilament.
An important finding of this study is that predimerized

peptides aggregate remarkably faster than the monomers as
supported by various experimental studies.47,48,68 In our
simulations, at the higher peptide concentration, the
aggregation of dimers in the presence of heparin is some
eight times faster than that of monomers. The monomer−

dimer transition for KLVFFA is significant. These findings and
insights underpin significant biological and therapeutic
implications. In particular, we have identified design rules
(flexibility; chain length) and protocol guidance (heparin:
peptide molar ratio) for developing effective heparin mimetics
and other functional GAGs.
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